
 
 

 

 

 

 
   
 

“That Fish Was This Big!” 

The Burns District of the Bureau of Land Management (BLM) and the local State of Oregon 
Department of Fish and Wildlife (ODFW) will partner again to transfer fingerling rainbow trout 
to area waters to support public land fishing opportunities in Harney County. This combined 
effort has been successfully running for 15 years! 

The BLM will help plant 500 to 1,000 fingerlings (three to four inches long) in each of Poison 
Creek, Cottonwood, Greenspot, Stateline, Willow, Twin Springs, and Bigfoot Reservoirs. All 
transferred fish are triploid sterile rainbow trout. Say what? In general, these trout are not capable 
of breeding and can put more energy into growing bigger, faster.  It is expected the fingerlings 
will reach 9 to 11 inches by this fall and should be 10 to 12 inches or larger by spring 2017.  

Where do the fingerlings come from and how do they actually get into those reservoirs? In the 
wee morning hours of Fish Liberation Day (…affectionately named by the agencies after years of 
giving hatchery fish the freedom of open waters), the ODFW treks their live-hauling transport 
tank to Wizard Falls hatchery outside of Sisters, Oregon, and collects thousands of fish ready for 
Harney County. Back in town before noon, the ODFW stops at the local BLM office to meet 
with eager “liberators.” From the transport truck, fish and their tank water are siphoned into 
smaller, portable chests (about the size of a standard kitchen garbage can). Then, extra air is 
pumped into each container to support survival during their sometimes-long trips to 
independence. Containers are closed and sealed and BLM employees immediately haul the 
fingerlings throughout the county and pour them into waiting reservoirs.  

Buelah Reservoir north of Juntura, Fish Lake on Steens Mountain, and Mann Lake near the 
Alvord Desert are also stocked on an annual basis. As a side note, this spring, an ODFW sample 
at Mann Lake showed many hatchery Lahontan cutthroat trout ranging in size from 15 to 23 
inches. While Lahontan are listed under the Endangered Species Act, the hatchery supply in 
Mann Lake is put there purposely to provide fishing opportunities for the public.  

Here’s to keeping this Harney County event going successfully for another 15, 20, or even 50 
years! To learn more about the BLM’s fisheries program head on over to:  


